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The Sri Lanka Association for Improving Higher Education Effectiveness (SLAIHEE) was established in
2004 as an association of higher education professionals dedicated to improving teaching and learning
effectiveness by actively supporting educational developers and leaders in higher education (HE) in Sri
Lanka. Membership was at first limited to academics from state universities, with later constitutional
amendments allowing membership to teaching staff from Sri Lankan private HE institutions (HEIs). As
its main activity, SLAIHEE conducts an annual conference with members presenting peer reviewed
papers of their teaching and learning development work. This conference, hosted yearly at different
state universities, is conducted jointly with the Staff Development Centre (SDC) of the respective host
university. With private HEIs in the country rapidly increasing in number and in student enrollments,
in 2018 SLAIHEE made a change for its 14th conference to be hosted at a private HEI (Sri Lanka
Technological Campus, jointly organising it with its Center of Excellence in Teaching, Learning and
Innovation). For the first time, the 2018 annual conference was also attended by around 20 secondary
school teachers which was welcomed, since any cross linkages that could improve school level
teaching and learning would see benefits flowing into higher education too. 2018 was very significant
for SLAIHEE as Sri Lanka unexpectedly lost one of its most esteemed, committed and popular
educational developers with the sad untimely death of SLAIHEE Founder Secretary, Dr Shrinika
Weerakoon, a guiding light of SLAIHEE who represented SLAIHEE at ICED for several years and
singlehandedly conducted the highly respected multiple staff development courses at the University
of Colombo’s SDC as its Director. This loss shook SLAIHEE and pushed it to plan another change in
establishing an Annual Award to be made at subsequent SLAIHEE conferences in her honour (“Dr
Shrinika Weerakoon Mamorial Award for Best Paper in Changing Higher Education Student Skills”) to
be graded by the peer community of conference attendees. Though it was announced to have only a
single award, the very high quality of papers for this award saw peers awarding equal marks for three
papers, resulting in three awardees. While SLAIHEE will continue to promote SoTL in general with its
annual conferences, this memorial award is to now promote a specific SoTL discourse on student skills
development in Sri Lankan HE teaching, an area close to late Dr Shrinika’s values as well as for SLAIHEE
to drive universities to address an aspect on which universities are constantly criticised but yet find
expediency to continue teaching largely with a content focus, rather than a skills focus based on
content, that could move our students to stop learning with the traditional rote-examined focus.
- by Suki Ekaratne, ICED Representative, Sri Lanka Network, June 2019 (suki.sdc@gmail.com)
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